A language is autoreducible if it can be reduced t o itself by a Turing machine that does not ask its own input to the oracle. We use autoreducibility to separate exponential space from doubly exponential space by showing that all Turing-complete sets for exponential space are autoreducible but there exists some Turingcomplete set for doubly exponential space that is not. We immediately also get a separation of logarithmic space from polynomial space.
Introduction
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NP.
They have developed sophisticated diagonalization, combinatorial and algebraic techniques but none of these ideas have yet proven useful in the separation task.
Back in the early days of recursion theory, Post [Pos44] wanted to show that the set of nonrecursive recursively enumerable sets strictly contained the Turing-complete recursively enumerable sets. In what we now call '(Post's Program" (see [Odi89, Soa87] ), Post tried to show these classes differed by finding a property that holds for all sets in one class but not for some set in the second.
We would like to resurrect Post's Program for separating classes in complexity theory. In particular we will show how some classes differ by showing that their complete sets have different structure. While we do not separate any classes not already separable by known diagonalization techniques, we feel that refinements to our techniques may yield some new separation results.
In this paper we will concentrate on the property known as "autoreducibility." A set L is autoreducible if there is a polynomial-time oracle Turing machine M that accepts L using L as an oracle with the caveat that M ( z ) may not query whether z E L.
Trakhtenbrot [Tra70a] first looked at autoreducibility in both the recursion theory and space-bounded models.
Ladner [Lad731 showed that there existed Turing-complete recursively enumerable sets that are not autoreducible.
Ambos-Spies [AS841 first transferred the notion of autoreducibility to the polynomial-time setting. More recently, Yao [YaoSO] and Beige1 and Feigenbaum [BF92] have studied a probabilistic variant of autoreducibility known as "coherence."
In this paper, we ask for what complexity classes do all the complete sets have the autoreducibility property. In particular we show:
0 All Turing-complete sets for E X P S P A C E are 520 we feel may not be common knowledge, are cited below.
An oracle machine is a multitape Turing machine with an input tape, an output tape, work tapes, and a query tape. Oracle machines have three distinguished states QUERY, YES and NO, which are explained as follows: at some stage(s) in the computation the machine may enter the state QUERY, and then goes to the state YES, or goes to the state NO, depending on the membership of the string currently written on the query tape in a fixed oracle set. We will also say the machine received the answer 1 (0) when the machine goes to the YES (NO) state.
Oracle machines appear in the paper in two flavors: adaptive and non-adaptive. For a non-adaptive machine, queries may not be interdependent, whereas an adaptive machine may compute the next query depending on the answer to previous queries. If a Turing machine accepts (rejects) a string z, we will The set of queries generated on input x by oracle machine M is denoted Q1\.i(z). For adaptive machines, this set may be oracle dependent, and is therefore denoted Q&(x), where A is the oracle set. The (possibly exponential size) set of all possible queries generated by adaptive machine M on input x-also called the query tree of M on input x-is denoted QT1\.
i(x).
We will also use a structural property of sets. This property can be defined as a reduction of the set to itself. The property we will use is autoreducibility. To prove Theorem 3.1 we first give a new characterization of EXPSPACE that extends the alternating characterization of PSPACE due to Chandra, Kozen and Stockmeyer [CKS81] , the oracle characterization of NEXP by Simon [Sim75] and the alternating oracle characterization of the exponential-time hierarchy due to Orponen [Orp83] .
Let p be a polynomial and M an oracle machine running in time p ( n ) . Let us also have two arbitrary players A and B that take turns deciding bits of an oracle D on strings of length p(n). Once they have decided these 2p(n) bits, M can then have random access to D as an oracle.
Theorem 3.2 A language L is in EXPSPACE if and only if there exists a p and M as described above such that for all x ,
x E L j 3A VB M D ( x ) accepts x L 3 3B VA M D ( x ) rejects
Sketch of Proof:
Chandra, Kozen and A polynomial-time oracle machine cannot verify that this exponential-size "tableau" of configurations represents a valid accepting computation. Simon [Sim75] noticed that Cook's proof that Satisfiability is NP-complete [Coo71] showed that a tableau has a "locally-checkable" property: Given a pointer to a mistake in a tableau, one can verify the mistake by checking only a small number of bits of the tableau.
If x is not in L then there must be some mistake in the tableau. After each player has played all the configurations, we then have player B point to the first mistake made by player A. Finally, we give player A one more chance by pointing out a mistake made by player B before the mistake of player A that B pointed to. Fix an input x . We will now describe the autoreduction to determine whether x E L. Remember we are allowed to query
We define functions A'(i) and B'(i) that describe a game where A'(i) is the ith move for player A and B'(i) is the ith move for player B. We define these strategies so they can be computed in polynomial time with access to an oracle for L without querying z. The autoreduction then simulates M ( x ) using A' and B' for the oracles.
For A'(i):
0 Consider the following EXPSPACE algorithm:
If not play zero.
-Otherwise compute recursively the first i -1 -Play the winning strategy for A on this hismoves of A' and B'.
tory.
Reduce this algorithm to whether a certain string y E K . Turing-complete sets for P S P A C E and E X P are autoreducible.
Beigel and Feigenbaum [BF92] had previously shown that Turing complete sets for P S P A C E as well as all the levels of the polynomial-time hierarchy are autoreducible.
We can get more stronger autoreducibilities of complete sets if we allow nonuniformity, i.e., a polynomial amount of advice (see [KL82] ) that depends only on the input size. Proof: Feigenbaum and Fortnow [FF93] show that every #P-robust language is random-self-reducible. Beigel and Feigenbaum [BF92] show that every random-self-reducible set is "weakly coherent" where weakly coherent means nonuniformly probabilistically autoreducible. One can then amplify the probability of correctness so that one random string works for all inputs and then add that random string to the advice.
U
Since N E X P , E E X P and EEXPSPACE complete sets are #P-robust we get Corollary 3.6 Every Turing-complete set for N E X P , E E X P and EEXPSPACE is nonuniformly autoreducible.
Negative Results
In this section we will construct a set that is complete for EEXPSPACE but not autoreducible. This together with Theorem 3.1 shows a structural difference between sets complete for EXPSPACE and EEXPSPACE.
Theorem 4.1 There exists a %Turing complete set A for EEXPSPACE that is not autoreducible.
Proof:
The construction will need to satisfy two requirements. We will have to diagonalize against all autoreductions ensuring at the same time that the constructed set remains complete. We will diagonalize in intervals. We will need the following function in the construction:
In order to make A complete we will make sure that K -a standard <$-complete set for EEXPSPACEreduces to A with a 2-Turing reduction. The reduction will behave as follows:
We will call the oracle machine that performs this <;-* reduction Mr.
We assume that the ith polynomial time autoreduction runs in time nil on inputs of length n. We assume the following ordering on strings: 0 is the first, 1 is the second, 00 is the third etc. In this ordering z i denotes the it' string. We will construct A in stages, but first we will need the following general lemma concerning autoreductions. The lemma says, that there is a way of coding K correctly and still keeping an autoreduction accepting or rejecting. Moreover we also assume that whenever <i,y> is queried also <(1 -i ) , y > is queried (i = 0 , l ) . The actual construction of A is as follows: (O*(') ) is of type 0 or 1 can be done within 2n' alternating time and hence in double exponential space. Since EEXPSPACE is closed under complementation, the computation whether x E K can also be carried out in double exponential space and it thus follows that A E EEXPSPACE. Moreover K <;-T A. 0 Note that Corollary 3.6 contrasts this theorem. It shows that it is impossible to diagonalize against nonuniform autoreductions, keeping the construction complete at the same time.
We would like to refine the above construction such that A is computable in EEXP, with K playing the role of a standard complete set for EEXP. The main problem is that it seems to be hard to figure out whether an autoreduction is of type 0 or 1. (See Section 6.) However tweaking the function b ( n ) , one can easily adapt the above construction so that it can be carried out in double exponential time with a nonconstant number of alternations. Another nice feature of our construction is that Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.4 for EXP do not relativize.
Theorem 4.5 There exasts a n oracle A such that not all sets complete for EXPA and EXPSPACEA are autoreducible relative t o A.
Proof: The construction of the oracle A will parallel the construction of Theorem 4.1. The oracle will contain information on when autoreduction Mi(Ob(')) is of type 0 and of type 1. This information will be coded high enough in A such that Mi(Ob(i)) can not reach it, because it can not ask long queries. On the other hand an exponential time or space machine can now compute the type of autoreductions and hence the construction of Theorem 4.1 can be carried out in exponential time or exponential space. 0
Nonadaptive Autoreductions
The results in the previous sections go through with respect to truth-table (nonadaptive) reductions. Using a logtime oracle characterization analogous to the one for EXPSPACE (Theorem 3.2) , we can show the following. 
Proof:
The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Details will be in the full version of this paper. 0 Considering truth-table reductions also brings down Theorem 4.1 an exponent.
Theorem 5.2 There exasts a <a-complete set for
EXPSPACE that is not Ift autoreducible.
Proof:
The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.1 using the fact that a truth- 
Proof Sketch:
We use techniques from [BvHT93] . Let L be a <Tt-complete set for NP. On input x one can compute relative to L a witness yx that witnesses that x E L. Whenever x is queried in this computation answer 1 (x E L ) . If a witness yx is computed accept x otherwise reject. This procedure is an adaptive autoreduction. We now use techniques from [VV86] in order to find a witness using non-adaptive queries to L and polynomially many random bits. Since this computation can be amplified, the construction can be derandomized and becomes nonuniform. 0
The following theorem shows another technique that enables one to show that <$-,,-complete sets are autoreducible.
Theorem 5.4 I f C is a <;-,,-complete set for EXP then C is 2-truth-table autoreducible.
Proof:
We assume an enumeration of <; -, , reductions M I , M2,. . . We construct a set D in EXP.
Since C is L$-,,-complete for EXP, D <; -, , C. Let Mj witness this fact. Now we will construct, simulating Mj on input <j, x>, an autoreduction on x for C.
Simulate
Mi(<i, x>).
There are several cases:
The following algorithm will define D.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
Mi(<i, x>) accepts: reject <i, x> Mi(<i, x>) rejects: accept <i, x>
IlQ~,(<i,z>)ll = 2 and 2 E Q~, ( < i , z > ) . 
Conclusions
We believe that this research may lead to a separation of classes not separable by known diagonalization techniques. We would like to mention a few words about some thoughts in this direction.
One does not have to look at just complete sets. Suppose we could construct a set that is Turing hard for EXPSPACE but lies inside the double exponential-time hierarchy. This would separate not only the classes EXPSPACE from the double exponential-time hierarchy but also L from NP.
One would hope on a variation of Lemma 4.2 where the construction of A could occur in the double exponential-time hierarchy. Unfortunately such coding tricks seem to be DSPACE(m)-complete for coding m = 2"' potential queries.
Given m bits w1, ..., w, and a polynomial-time boolean function f (z) on 2m bits where z represents As an added problem, we want to do this online,
i.e. given each bit wi we need to decide on xi and yi before we get wi+l. In addition we need to decide on the type o f f before we see any of the w's. we get that the negation of Equation (1) implies Equation (2). This is essentially what we have proven by induction in the proof of Lemma 4.2. Note that it is possible that for some f both Equations (1) and (2) could hold. Now suppose we have a quantified boolean formula of the €allowing form (assume m even):
11, = 3X1VY23X3...VYmqqXI, y2, ..., Ym). Note that if we use 4 as our f above, we get that 0 11, is true implies Equation (2) holds and Equais false implies Equation (1) holds and EquaSince QBF,, the set of quantified boolean formulas with m quantifiers, is DSPACE(m)-complete under polynomial-time reductions, it is DSPACE(m)-complete to determine whether f is type 0 or type 1 and it thus could be DSPACE(m)-complete to code. tion (1) fails, and tion (2) fails.
0
Generalizations of autoreducibility may give us the coding power we need. For example, one could look at k(n)-autoreducibility where R(n) bits of the language remain unknown to the querying machine. With some tricks, Theorem 3.1 would go through for R(n) = O(1ogn). Perhaps one could use this generalized model to get an appropriate non-autoreducible set to separate classes.
Finally, perhaps one could use a property other than autoreducibility to separate classes. One possibility is mitoticity, a property closely related to autoreducibility [Lad73, AS84, BHT941. A set is mitotic if it is the disjoint union of two Turing-equivalent sets. Perhaps mitoticity or some other natural or artificial property can be used to separate classes.
